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Abstract—An efficient adaptive algorithm in real-time applica-
tions should make optimal use of the available computing power
for reaching some specific design goals. Relying on appropriate
strategies, the spatial resolution/temporal rate can be traded
against computational complexity; and sensitivity traded against
robustness, in an adaptive process. In this paper, we present an
algorithmic framework where a spatial multigrid computing is
placed within a temporal multirate structure, and at each spatial
grid point, the computation is based on an adaptive multiscale
approach. The algorithms utilize an analogic (analog and logic)
architecture consisting of a high-resolution optical sensor, a
low-resolution cellular sensor-processor and a digital signal
processor. The proposed framework makes the acquisition of
a spatio-temporally consistent image flow possible even in case
of extreme variations (relative motion) in the environment. It
ideally supports the handling of various difficult problems on
a moving platform including terrain identification, navigation
parameter estimation, and multitarget tracking. The proposed
spatio-temporal adaptation relies on a feature-based optical-flow
estimation that can be efficiently calculated on available cellular
nonlinear network (CNN) chips. The quality of the adaptation
is evaluated compared to nonadaptive spatio-temporal behavior
where the input flow is oversampled, thus resulting in redun-
dant data processing with an unnecessary waste of computing
power. We also use a visual navigation example recovering the
yaw–pitch–roll parameters from motion-field estimates in order
to analyze the adaptive hierarchical algorithmic framework
proposed and highlight the application potentials in the area of
unmanned air vehicles.

Index Terms—Adaptive computing, analogic cellular neural net-
work (CNN), cellular computing, UAV, vision system.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N designing a fully functional vision system for both un-
manned air vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned ground vehicles

(UGVs), one of the most difficult problems the engineer faces
is the continuously changing speed of the projected world ac-
quired by the optical sensors of the system. In extreme cases,
this variable speed could span over several orders of magnitudes
and accordingly set the requirement for real time processing in
a very broad range. For instance, the “artificial eyes” of a UAV
flying at very high altitudes might only sense the changes of the
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surrounding world in subpixel resolution at 1 frame/s image-ac-
quisition speed, while moving very close to the ground in some
cases not even 1000 frames/s could be adequate to detect the
quickly approaching obstacles. The example highlights at least
two important consequences.

1) Real-time processing could only be defined as a process/
event related requirement.

2) An efficient vision system should have a certain degree of
spatio-temporal adaptation capability.

In this study, we outline an analogic architecture and the as-
sociated algorithmic framework capable of handling extreme
variations (relative motion)1 in the perceived environment in a
process/event adaptive manner. In the course of this work, our
primary motivation has been to develop a powerful and flex-
ible algorithmic structure into which efficient terrain identifica-
tion, navigation, and multiple object detection/tracking modules
could be embedded.

II. BIOINSPIRED MULTITASK SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system description of the introduction envisions a plat-
form with multitask processing capability efficiently combining
topographic and nontopographic computing. Different versions
of such architecture called the compact cellular visual micro-
processor (COMPACT CVM) have been designed (Fig. 1) [19],
and are currently being tested. These standalone vision sys-
tems largely build on the results of cellular neural networks
(CNN) [1]–[4]) theory, CNN-chip prototypes (e.g., [9]–[13]),
retinal analysis and modeling (e.g., [5]–[8]), and various bioin-
spired (Bi-i) topographic schemes developed for image-flow
processing (e.g., [14]–[17]).

In the sequel, the COMPACT CVM will be introduced
along with all major system components and functional block
diagrams. The Bi-i2 COMPACT CVM architecture (Fig. 1)
builds on the state-of-the-art CNN-type (ACE16k) and digital
signal processing (DSP)-type (TEXAS TMSC6x) micro-
processors and its algorithmic framework contains several
feedback and automatic control mechanisms between different
processing stages (Fig. 2). The architecture is standalone and
with the interfacing communication processor, it is capable
of a 100 Mbit/s information exchange with the environment
(over TCP/IP). The COMPACT CVM is also reconfigurable,
i.e., it can be used as a monocular or a binocular device with
a proper selection of a high-resolution CMOS sensor (IBIS 5)

1The current study does not deal with adaptive visual sensing in response to
changing and inhomogeneous illumination in the environment.

2“Bi-i” is also the brand name of the system (see [19]).
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Fig. 1. Main hardware building blocks of the Bi-i COMPACT CVM architecture. The figure shows two different versions of this standalone system, both consisting
of a sensor platform and a control platform. The first prototype (on the left: Bi-i V1) contains a high-resolution monochrome CMOS sensor array (IBIS 5-M), a
low-resolution cellular sensor-processor (ACE16k), an integer digital signal processor (TX C6202) and a communication processor (ETRAX 100). In contrast,
the second prototype (on the right: Bi-i V2) has a color CMOS sensor array (IBIS 5-C) and two high-end digital signal processors (TX C6415 and TXC6701).
While both systems run an embedded Linux on the communication processor, Bi-i V2 has more complex external interfaces (USB, FireWire, and a general digital
input/output in addition to the Ethernet and RS232 built into the Bi-i V1).

Fig. 2. General flow-processing diagram of the COMPACT CVM algorithmic framework. The image frame acquired by the CMOS sensor array is never evaluated
at full resolution. Only a few subframes are processed identical to the resolution of the CNN sensor processor (the figure shows a single subframe acquisition in
the active fovea of the system controlled by an upper level attention mechanism). In the first step of the evaluation, the selected image window is processed by
topographic parallel nonlinear spatio-temporal algorithms. Then, local and global features are extracted and forwarded to the upper level where nontopographic
calculations take place at different time rates. The peculiar property of the entire scheme is the existence of several feedback mechanisms between different levels
of processing that makes it possible that top-down and bottom-up processing is combined within this framework.

and a low-resolution CNN sensor-processor (ACE16k). The
high-resolution sensor could be used as a random access device
(with built-in 1:2 digital zoom) acquiring CNN chip-size
images from algorithm controlled positions at different time
instants. With these two sensors having the same field of view,
one can also design algorithms that make use of three integer
numbered spatial scales (roughly 1:2:8 at 128 128 spatial
resolution) while navigating in a 1280 1024 high-resolution
projection of the surrounding world at a temporal rate of up to
a few thousand frames per second.

Fig. 1 demonstrates two versions of COMPACT CVM sys-
tems (Bi-i V1 and Bi-i V2). The main difference between these
prototypes lies in the complexity of their (functionally similar)
hardware components: Bi-i V2 has a color CMOS sensor array,
two different high-end DSPs for integer and float computations
and more complex external interfaces than Bi-i V1.

The general algorithmic framework of the COMPACT CVM
architecture incorporates an upper-level visual attention and
selection mechanism adjusting the focus and scale (zoom) of
processing as drawn and explained in Fig. 2. This mechanism
can select a single or multiple windows from the same high-res-
olution frame at a certain time instant. It is important to note
that the video flow is never processed in parallel at full reso-
lution (much like biological systems). This framework allows
the system of multitask execution at different temporal rates.
The general algorithmic framework incorporates optical-flow
estimation, feature classification and automatic attention
mechanisms built on topographic nonlinear parallel feature
processing performed by the CNN sensor-processor. Several
feedback mechanisms are also built in at different processing
levels that make it possible that bottom-up computing can be
combined with top-down schemes.
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In summary, the COMPACT CVM architecture can be at-
tributed as follows (the explanations and the high-end specifi-
cations are related to the associated Bi-i V2 systems currently
under testing).

• Fault-tolerant visual computer
The architecture is “fault tolerant” at the topographic cel-
lular processing level, i.e., a low number of cells not func-
tioning properly will not significantly affect the overall
performance. This has been tested by masking a certain
number of cells during the operation and also by using
chips for which the yield has not been 100% for all cells.

• High-speed, compact, and (relatively) low-power system
The entire system consumes around 10 W (mainly due
to the high power consumption of the ACE16k chip in
the range of 1–5 W depending on the operating mode).
However, it delivers an overall computing power (over
6000 MIPS digital and 1 TOPS analog) that is significantly
higher than the performance of any competing standalone
vision systems (see comparisons in [19]). In the computer
complexity space (speed-power-volume measure), it can
be stated that the system is relatively “low power” (the
volume of the system with packaging and optics is less
than 1000 cm and weighs less than 1 kg).

• Multitask computing platform
This is composed of

• multiple attention and selection mechanisms ([20]);
• multichannel nonlinear feature detection-based ter-

rain classification ([21]);
• multigrid motion analysis-based navigation param-

eter estimation ([23]–[27]);
• multiple target detection and tracking ([22]).

• Biologically inspired sensor–computer architecture and
algorithmic framework
The system provides hardware support for both topo-
graphic and nontopographic computing at different levels
of analysis. This framework makes it possible that a
broad class of bio-inspired processing strategies can be
developed and tested within a unified framework (see
UAV and UGV related works in [28]–[32]).

In this section, we have described the COMPACT CVM ar-
chitecture and have argued that it is a fault tolerant multitask vi-
sual computer and an ideal computational platform for Bi-i ex-
ploration, classification, selection, tracking, and navigation. In
the sequel, we will describe an associated cellular multiadaptive
framework of processing and focus on visual navigation tasks to
highlight its capabilities.

III. HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF ADAPTIVE

SPATIO-TEMPORAL ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK:
BOTTOM-UP AND TOP-DOWN COMPUTING

From the general algorithmic framework of the COMPACT
CVM architecture described in the Section II, we select the ex-
ploration and optical-flow computing subsystems responsible
for the spatio-temporal adaptive nature of the framework. First,
the general algorithmic structure will be so built that it flexibly
combines bottom-up and top-down computing. Then, a motion

Fig. 3. Hierarchical structure of the three-level adaptive spatio-temporal
framework with bottom-up and top-down computing. At the topographic
(sensory) level, displacement and feature analysis is performed in parallel
and the computed results are forwarded to the upper computational levels
(bottom-up route). Nontopographic computing is present at all levels building
on various evaluations of the bottom-up flow and directly influencing
the topographic computing (top-down route). At the top level (Level 1),
depending on the evaluation of the sensory input and the actual state of the
top level functions (the tasks computed by the system), the temporal rate
or/and the spatial coarse grid resolution is adjusted (in order to achieve the
appropriate spatio-temporal sampling). At the mid level (Level 2), depending
on the evaluation of the sensory input and possibly on the output of previous
adaptation level (L1), the grid positioning and/or the (topographic) computation
strategy is adjusted (in order to improve the precision of the displacement
computation). At the lowest level (Level 3), dominated by topographic
computing, depending on the evaluation of the sensory input and possibly on
the output of previous adaptation level (L2), the spatial scale is adjusted in order
to increase the information content within the analysis windows (subframes).
While any of these adaptation mechanisms can be applied independently they
can also be connected at the neighboring levels. When a higher level strategy
affects a lower level strategy, the hierarchical structure describes a combined
bottom-up and top-down computing scheme. In this process, the top-down
mechanism is responsible for spatio-temporal adjustment and precision control
of the topographic calculations at the sensory level (“shaping” the bottom-up
flow).

parameter-estimation task will be used to highlight how an im-
portant upper-level function and algorithmic module could be
embedded into this scheme.

The adaptive multirate, multigrid, and multiscale algorithmic
framework can be viewed as a hierarchical structure described
as follows (Fig. 3).

Level 1: Adaptive Multirate (Temporal) Framework
While Process Frame

Compute For All Coarse Grid Points (Subframes) Level 2
Analyze Subframe Computation (Displacement Estimates)
Drop Frames/Delay Frame Acquisition
(Perform Nontopographic Calculations)

End Process

Level 2: Adaptive Multigrid (Spatial) Framework
Increase/Decrease Coarse Grid Resolution
Compute For All Coarse Grid Points (Subframes)

Compute Subframe Level 3
Analyze Subframe Computation (Confidence Measures)
Deform Grid/Reposition Grid Points

End Compute
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Fig. 4. Cellular multiadaptive framework of computation. The figure shows two typical arrangements with multiple active foveae. In both cases, the full frame
hasM �N resolution in which processing is focused on theM �N resolution image window. Within this area, anM �N uniform coarse grid is defined
and the subframes (ofM �N resolution) representing the active fovea are placed at the node points. The processing window can be nonbiased (left) or biased
(right) with respect to the center of theM �N full frame and the subwindows can also be nonscaled (left) or scaled (right) with respect to theM �N default
subframe resolution. In all cases, it is assumed that there is a single fovea with an enhanced role (this most active fovea represents the “focus of attention”) where a
more intensive analysis than within the rest of the subframes, takes place. This computational framework is ideally supported by a hardware architecture having a
high-resolution array sensor with random access read out (with possible interpolation) and a low-resolution topographic array processor that can act in parallel on
the image areas specified by the subframes. By changing the temporal rate of the full frame acquisition, the resolution/positioning of the coarse grid and the spatial
scale/computation of the subframes various adaptation strategies can be defined in order to optimize the available computing power/memory of the underlying
hardware–software architecture.

Level 3: Adaptive Multiscale (Spatial) Framework
Change Subframe Computational Strategies (Complexity)
Compute Subframe

Detect/Extract Features
Perform Feature Analysis
Perform Displacement Analysis
Compute Confidence Measures
Increase/Decrease Scale

End Compute

The above multiadaptive spatio-temporal framework of com-
putation builds on a controlled “navigation” in a high-resolution
video flow with a few (structurally organized) low-resolution
windows. This multigrid model is illustrated in Fig. 4 and the
relevant specifications are given in the sequel.

The three-level algorithmic framework handles the analysis
of the projected visual scene adaptively at spatial (full)
resolution and temporal rate at some time instant . To ex-
plain the underlying computational procedures and to devise
both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the adaptation,
we rely on the following definitions.

Within the spatial resolution (full-image frame), an
processing window is defined (processed frame),

placing the window center at measured from the
lower left corner of the full frame (see Fig. 4). Within this
window, an uniform coarse grid is defined and each
coarse grid node point is associated with an fine grid

. The coarse grid node locations define a multiple active
fovea within the full frame each having an analysis window
with a pixel number exactly determined by the fine grid. The
coarse grid is “deformable” (all fovea could move indepen-
dently) and its th node is defined by
representing the spatial locations and zoom parameters in
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively (the zoom
parameter is inversely proportional to the spatial scale). A
fovea always “sees” an part of the image at

the th node. However, the associated area is always mapped
(interpolated/extrapolated) to during the topographic
processing.

The spatial details which can be observed by the vision
system are completely determined by its field of view ,
spatial resolution , and the distance/height from
the objects/environment. The temporal rate of the analysis for
a full frame is which can be slowed down or speeded up
by changing the interval between two consecutive frames.
Since the image acquisition could be either synchronous
(clocked) or asynchronous, two different interexchangeable
descriptions could be used for characterizing the temporal rate:

1) defining the actual rate one should specify the number
of frames to be dropped compared to a maximum

temporal rate;
2) defining the time delay between two consecutive

frames.

In the latter case, obviously, and in a synchronous
mode , where is an integer number and

is the smallest time interval of temporal image sampling
.

As outlined in the introductory description of the three-level
computational framework, the spatio-temporal adaptation could
be based on displacement and feature analysis at each coarse
grid location. In our specific case, making optimal use of the
available computing hardware (a fast cellular nonlinear/neural
net and a digital signal processor) we have chosen “feature-
based” region displacement and histogram analysis methods (to
be described in the subsequent section) in order to compute the
optical-flow estimates with two relevant confidence measures

. Computing these four-element vectors
at each coarse grid node makes it possible to define efficient
adaptive procedures at all hierarchical levels. A general strategy
and notation for hierarchical self-adaptation is described in the
sequel (a specific strategy within this framework using the same
notation is given in the section discussing the qualitative control
framework).
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Let us first define a vector–scalar function checking (eval-
uating) various properties of the topographic calculations at a
time instance and call it a “testing function” (the vector vari-
ables in the formula are composed of all associated local values
at the coarse grid nodes using the same ordering for different
components)

(1)

where is the computational level. As can be seen, this testing
function could depend on a similar function of the preceding
(higher) computational level (note that is also mean-
ingful since that could refer to an error measure of the top level
function, see Fig. 3). A testing function can either be local (de-
pends on the variables at the th coarse grid node) or global
(depends on the variables at all coarse grid nodes). Now, we can
proceed to define the general framework of the spatio-temporal
adaptation using the testing functions.

Adaptation at level 1 (global)

(2)

where and are the confidence thresholds and and
stand for the minimum and maximum magnitude of the

mean displacement vector, respectively. Adaptation at the top
level could change the resolution of the computational coarse
grid and the number of frames to be dropped (syn-
chronous mode: ) or identically the time delay of the frame
acquisition (asynchronous mode: ). Obviously, both adapta-
tion types will directly affect the temporal rate of the processing

.
Adaptation at level 2 (local for an arbitrary coarse grid node

point “active fovea”)

(3)

This middle-level self-adjusting process is responsible for
coarse grid deformation, i.e., repositioning the node points

where the fine grid analysis takes place and also
for the complexity of the computational strategy used in
topographic processing . The repositioning is based on
the value of the displacement measure with respect to
the confidence threshold .

Adaptation at level 3 (local for an arbitrary coarse grid node
point “active fovea”)

(4)

The bottom level adaptation process is responsible for spa-
tial scale modification, i.e., changing the zoom of the window

of the fine grid analysis. The scale adaptation is
based on the value of the contrast measure with respect
to the confidence threshold .

All the above three strategies could be applied independently
or the neighboring hierarchical levels could affect each other
through the “testing” functions, for example in a top-down
scheme (see also Fig. 3)

(5)

Fig. 5. Functional building blocks of the cellular multiadaptive spatio-
temporal algorithmic framework for motion parameter estimation. Through
subsampling of the original high-resolution flow (ideally this should be done at
the sensor level)M �N number of low-resolution (M �N ) subframes
are received at the topographic processing level. Then, each of these subframes
is processed in parallel (feature and displacement analysis) and the results
(optical-flow estimates and the associated confidence measures) are forwarded
to the motion parameter-estimation level. The output of the topographic
processing is also evaluated in the algorithmic modules controlling the spatial
and temporal adaptation of the cellular coarse grid of subframes. The internal
error estimation at the motion parameter-estimation level might also affect the
spatial adaptation properties (typically the resolution of the coarse grid, i.e.,
the number of optical-flow estimates sent to the Y–P–R estimation module).

The navigation parameter-estimation-related flow chart of the
above-described adaptive algorithmic framework with its major
functional building blocks is shown in Fig. 5, where the op-
tical-flow estimates and the spatial adaptation depends on the
internal error of motion parameter estimation (see the dashed
lines). Using the notation introduced in this section, this can be
described as follows:

(6)

Observe that only global schemes have been used. This
top-down control of the bottom-up topographic processing
in adaptive motion parameter [yaw–pitch–roll (Y–P–R)]
estimation will be specifically defined in Sections V and VI.
The related measurement results will be shown and analyzed in
Section VII.

Remarks:

• Modules implementing other higher level functions, such
as region classification [36] and automatic attention con-
trol [37] are also placed at the motion parameter-estima-
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tion level and are driven by more intensive feature analysis
within a single [35] or multiple subframes. These mod-
ules could also affect the spatial adaptation properties by
changing the central position of the coarse grid and/or
modifying the attributes of the most active fovea (atten-
tion-selection control).

Below the pseudocode description of the motion parameter
estimation is given which corresponds to the actual implementa-
tion. In the remaining part of the paper the name of these blocks
will be referenced in time performance measurements and re-
lated discussions.

VisualNavigation::Run

PreProcFrame: Frame Acquisition (with Interpolation)
CalibFrame: Coarse Grid Generation and Temporal

Adaptation
SetMethod: Set Topographic Processing Method
for :SubFrameNum

PreProcSubFrame: Image Smoothing (and Noise Sup-
pression)

CalibSubFrame: Histogram Analysis
Adaptive Threshold Selection
Feature Extraction (Patch, Edge, Skeleton)

ProcessSubFrame: Displacement (Optical Flow) Esti-
mation

SetSubFocus: Coarse Grid and Scale Adaptation

ProcessFrame: Y–P–R Estimation
SetFocus: Focus Window Repositioning
ProcessAllFrames: Overall Statistics

IV. SPATIO-TEMPORAL TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTATION:
PARALLEL CELLULAR PROCESSING

The computation of “feature-based” optical-flow estimates
could heavily rely on efficient nonlinear feature extraction and
correspondence analysis on a CNN-type visual microprocessor.
The methodology consists of three major steps:

1) parallel cellular nonlinear preprocessing and feature
extraction;

2) displacement computation through binary feature
matching;

3) finding the maximum of the matching results.
There are several important issues that should be balanced

during an actual implementation.
Some simple nonlinear feature-extraction methods are shown

in Fig. 6. In these calculations, adaptive thresholding is followed
by edge detection or skeletonization-type operations (see [18]
for standard iterated binary morphology-based CNN solutions
and [14] for some advanced methods with a “single transient”
computation). The topographic processing from (a) to (d) in
Fig. 6 involves an increasing level of computational complexity.

It should be noted that the “feature-based” optical-flow
estimation process does not assume an exact contour or struc-
ture computation. In the image flow typical features should

Fig. 6. Binary topographic results of some idealized feature extracting
methods used in feature-based optical-flow computation. (a) Adaptive
thresholding: Patch detection. (b) Edge detection: Contour from patches.
(c) Skeleton detection: Structure from patches. (d) Structure and contour
from patches. All processing is ideally supported by CNN topographic
microprocessors including arbitrary shift and local logic operations, which are
also used in various displacement estimation algorithms.

Fig. 7. Parallel cellular nonlinear preprocessing and feature extraction on a
CNN-type microprocessor (ACE4k). The top row shows the original input (a
sample from an aerial video flow: UAV a) and the enhanced image after the
cellular preprocessing. In the middle and bottom row, the output of several
nonlinear feature extraction operations are shown. These operators capture the
granularity, overall edginess, oriented edginess, skeleton structure, or some
other characteristic features of the scene. Stable and robust features can be
used in the preprocessing steps of a displacement analysis.

be detected in a consistent way that could be matched to each
other while balancing speed, precision and robustness. This
is especially the case when a gray-scale image projection of
the three-dimensional world is analyzed in a real-time process.
Then the feature extractors cannot be exactly related to contour
or structure detecting operators as in binary image processing.
This example is visualized in Fig. 7 where parallel cellular
nonlinear preprocessing and feature extraction examples are
shown on a CNN-type microprocessor (ACE4k[11]). As
illustrated, some of the nonlinear feature extractors capture
the granularity,overall edginess, oriented edginess, skeleton
structure or some other characteristic features of the scene. As
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TABLE I
TIME PERFORMANCE OF SUBFRAME PREPROCESSING (SMOOTHING) AND CALIBRATION (ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD SELECTION FOLLOWED BY FEATURE

CALCULATION) METHODS IN DIFFERENT DISPLACEMENT ESTIMATION STRATEGIES. MEASUREMENT RESULTS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED ON UAV a TYPE FLOWS

USING ACE4k VISUAL MICROPROCESSOR (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE ACE-BOX COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT). PROCESSING TIME IS GIVEN IN �s.
(NUMBERED COLUMNS STAND FOR PIXEL WIDTH OF CONTOURS AND STRUCTURES IN CASE OF EDGE AND SKELETON EXTRACTION, RESPECTIVELY). OBSERVE

THAT THERE IS ROUGHLY AN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE DIFFERENCE IN COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY COMPARING EDGE EXTRACTION TO SKELETON EXTRACTION

TABLE II
TIME PERFORMANCE OF SUBFRAME PROCESSING (FEATURE BASED BLOCK MATCHING) METHODS IN DIFFERENT DISPLACEMENT ESTIMATION STRATEGIES.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED ON UAV a TYPE FLOWS USING ACE4k VISUAL MICROPROCESSOR (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE ACE-BOX

COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT). PROCESSING TIME IS GIVEN IN �sec (NUMBERED COLUMNS SHOW MAXIMUM NEIGHBORHOOD IN WHICH DISPLACEMENT

ESTIMATION HAS BEEN PERFORMED). OBSERVE THAT BOTH SPIRAL AND DIAMOND SEARCH STRATEGIES ARE SIGNIFICANTLY QUICKER THAN THE FULL-SEARCH

METHOD (IN CASE OF DIAMOND SEARCH, MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES ARE SHOWN DUE TO LARGE VARIATION FOR DIFFERENT FRAMES)

Fig. 8. Nonadaptive: (a) brute-force, and (b) spiral; and adaptive: (c) cross,
and (d) hexagon-shaped diamond search routes in block matching strategies
of feature-based optical-flow computation. While the adaptive solutions are
computationally more efficient than the nonadaptive search mechanisms, their
output quality might strongly depend on the selectivity and robustness of the
preprocessing used.

mentioned earlier, any consistent binary feature detector could
be used as the base operator of the displacement estimation.

In our current experiments, we have thoroughly studied some
fundamental feature extracting operators (used with histogram
analysis-based adaptive thresholding) in order to reveal their
computational complexity on a parallel cellular microprocessor
(Table I).

Binary nonlinear feature extraction is followed by correspon-
dence analysis (binary feature matching) comparing the newly
detected features to the features extracted from the previous

Fig. 9. Nonadaptive routes in block matching strategies of feature-based
optical-flow computation with variable step size. The allowable subsampling
strongly depends on the selectivity and robustness of feature preprocessing
during the estimation process.

(reference) frame. The comparison is done along prescribed
adaptive or nonadaptive routes as shown in Fig. 8 and the step
size could also be variable as illustrated in Fig. 9. Though this
process contains only binary image shift, spatial logic and
pixel count operations (all these supported by the hardware)
it is clear that its computational complexity could change
dramatically depending on the strategy chosen. Brute-force
methods will result in the best results; however with adaptive
spiral or diamond search strategies the speed and precision
requirements could be more efficiently balanced (Table II).
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Fig. 10. Selectivity analysis of different image preprocessing methods in feature-based optical-flow computation (analyzing the local correlation map between
two noiseless displaced input frames). The left column shows the intermediate correlation results of a displacement estimation using a full-search strategy
within a 13� 13 window with different preprocessing methods. The topographic processing strategies are as follows. (a) Simple thresholding: Patch matching.
(b) Thresholding followed by edge detection: Contour matching. (c) Thresholding followed by skeletonization: Structure matching. (d) Combining (b) and (c):
Contour and structure matching. The right column shows the column-wise ordering of the correlation values. The mean correlation value is also plotted (dashed
line in the figures), which well characterizes the selectivity of the preprocessing strategies. Observe that the selectivity of both the contour and structural features
significantly outperform the patch-based methods.

Fig. 11. Robustness analysis of different image preprocessing methods in feature-based optical-flow computation. The arrangement of the figures with respect
to different topographic preprocessing strategies is identical to Fig. 10, but, in this case, the input frames have been corrupted by 10% impulse noise and the
features have also been degraded by a single step binary opening. Observe that although the selectivity of the contour and structure matching strategies is still
better compared to the patch-based methods, the robustness of the displacement estimation might be very poor if the correlation map is to be subsampled in the
next computational step (e.g., in case of spiral or diamond search strategies). If the computational load, selectivity, and robustness of displacement estimation are
all taken into the account, the contour-type (edge detection) preprocessing could be the best choice (see also Figs. 13–16 and Tables I–III, which also confirm the
latter statement).

The last stage of feature-based displacement estimation
is finding the maximum of feature matching results. As a
straightforward solution -point (typically 1- or 3-point)

methods could be used to find the tradeoff between speed and
robustness. It should be noted though that the time requirement
of this maximum detection will always be negligible compared
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TABLE III
DISPLACEMENT CONFIDENCE VALUES CALCULATED FOR DIFFERENT ESTIMATION STRATEGIES. IN THESE EXPERIMENTS VARIOUS FEATURE EXTRACTION

STRATEGIES (ROWS, EACH TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURE PROCESSING IS COMBINED WITH A FULL SEARCH METHOD) ARE TESTED FOR INCREASING IMPULSE NOISE

DEGRADATION (COLUMNS). STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SHOWS THAT THE COMBINED EDGE-SKELETON-TYPE FEATURE EXTRACTION (THAT IS HIGHLY SELECTIVE AT

LOW NOISE LEVELS) IS ALSO A ROBUST TOPOGRAPHIC PROCESSING TECHNIQUE. OBSERVE THAT THE PURE SKELETON TYPE PREPROCESSING HAS VERY

SIMILAR PROPERTIES AND THE EDGE TYPE PREPROCESSING IS ALSO WITHIN A NARROW RANGE OF CONFIDENCE

to the preceding operations when displacement estimation is
analyzed as a whole computational module.

We have defined two confidence levels characterizing the re-
liability of the optical-flow estimation. The primary one is called
the displacement measure defined as

(7)

where and are the average and maximum values of
the displacement search (feature matching) results, respectively.
The secondary one is the contrast measure defined as

(8)

where , and are the estimated maximum in-
tensity, minimum intensity and full (dynamic range) intensity
values, respectively.

In the course of the experiments, first, we tested the functional
performance of some robust versions of the optical-flow esti-
mation algorithm. Then, the selectivity (Fig. 10) and robustness
(Fig. 11) of the nonlinear feature computation was thoroughly
examined (see also Table III). In the latter case, we have found
that structure-like features have the best selectivity (that directly
affects precision) and robustness in case of a full search method,
however in order to significantly improve the time performance
contour-like features could be combined with spiral or diamond
search strategies.

Based on the preceding analysis (see also the section on ex-
perimental results) the following (relatively robust) optical-flow
estimation processes have been defined for detailed experi-
ments with monotone increasing processing time requirement
and associated performance precision measure (maximum
search neighborhood should be larger than 10 10):

• C : Patch detection—spiral search—3-point maximum
localization;

• C : Contour detection—diamond search—3-point max-
imum localization;

• C : Contour detection—spiral search—3-point maximum
localization;

• C : Contour detection—brute-force search—3-point
maximum localization;

• C : Structure detection—brute-force search—3-point
maximum localization.

At the lowest end, patch detection is combined with adaptive
spiral search since the nonselective nature of patch matching

Fig. 12. Motion field and the associated flight control parameter estimation
based on a uniform (fixed) and/or adaptive nonuniform (deformable) grid
defined over the high-resolution video-flow. The figure displays two processing
routes, one with a bottom-up processing (I.) and another with combined
bottom-up and top-down processing (II.). In both cases, a selected number of
subframes should be sent (B1) to the topographic level where the displacement
of each window is estimated and forwarded (B2) to the displacement filter
and, finally a subset of (possibly transformed) optical-flow estimates are
reaching (B3) the navigation parameter-estimation block. The top-down
scheme (T1–T3) is responsible for improving the precision on the bottom-up
route (B1–B3). First, the selectivity of the nonlinear sorting could be enhanced
(T1). Then, the spatial resolution of the coarse grid (the number of analyzed
subframes) can be increased (T2), and finally the displacement computational
method can be changed (T3) in order to improve the precision of the local
displacement estimates.

[Figs. 10(a), 11(a)] ensures that even in case of a noisy input,
a rough sampling will still ensure an estimate close to the
true values. Contour detection type preprocessing methods
seem to be the best compromise in the tradeoff between
computational complexity and selectivity [Figs. 10(b), 11(b)].
Combined with different search strategies from diamond to
brute-force methods, the precision of the estimates will increase
monotonically with increasing time needed to perform the
computation. At the highest end, structure detection is com-
bined with brute-force search giving the best expected results
at the most complex computational level. In this latter case,
other (rough) search strategies could not be used due to the
very selective nature of the preprocessing method [Figs. 10(c),
11(c)]. In all cases, a 3-point maximum localization strategy is
employed since it is much more robust for noisy inputs than
a single-point search and there is no significant difference in
its time performance compared to the preceding phases of the
entire optical-flow estimation procedure.
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Fig. 13. Evaluation of edge-type topographic preprocessing technique combined with various search strategies for an input comprising of large textured areas
(UAV h). The figure shows the statistical results of optical-flow estimation for edge preprocessing with full (solid curve), diamond (dotted curve) and spiral (dashed
curve) search. Note that in the example, full search can be considered as a reference. Top: Robust mean of displacement measures for different strategies. Bottom:
Robust mean of displacement confidence measure for different strategies. Observe that spiral search provides a good compromise between quality and computing
speed (see also Tables I–III).

V. QUALITATIVE MULTIADAPTIVE FRAMEWORK CONTROL

In order to complete a meaningful comparison between the
adaptive and nonadaptive frameworks, first, we have developed
a simple qualitative multiadaptive framework control. Within
this process, all three levels of adaptation could be used either
independently or concurrently (in the letter case coupling the
different computational levels in a top-down scheme).

A typical goal for which the framework could be optimized
is to adaptively follow environmental changes (as the observed
process) between average speed with typical values

pixel/frame. Within this interval, it is expected that fea-
ture-based optical-flow estimation will work quite well and the
assumption on spatio-temporal continuity of the image flow is
roughly valid. Then, the mutual coupling between different hier-
archical levels could be typically established based on computa-
tional complexity. When there is more time available, then more
complex methods could be run at the lower levels achieving
higher precision and greater robustness. In the sequel, an ex-
ample for such qualitative control framework is described in
detail.

The adaptation at the temporal level (Level 1) changes the
time delay between two consecutive frames. Assuming
a synchronous image acquisition where is fixed, this
procedure at the th temporal sample can be described as
follows (using the notation introduced in Section III, in case of

the testing function formulation the dependence on will be
omitted):

if
if
otherwise

(9.1)

if
if
otherwise

(9.2)

(9.3)

where and are the time durations for the associated events
and , respectively. These durations

should reach certain temporal thresholds ( and ) in order
to change the sign of the testing function and consequently the
temporal behavior of the algorithmic framework. In short, at
this level, the robust statistics (the median of the most reliable
estimates is calculated) of the absolute value of the displacement
magnitudes is estimated and compared to the limit values given.
When any of the limits is exceeded for some time signals
the event type with a signed scalar value.

The adaptation at the spatial grid level (Level 2) changes the
resolution (the number of fine resolution windows: )
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Fig. 14. Evaluation of different topographic preprocessing techniques combined with spiral search strategy for an input comprising of large textured areas
(UAV h). The figure shows the statistical results of optical-flow estimation for spiral search with patch (solid curve), edge (dotted curve), skeleton (dashed curve)
and edge-skeleton (dashed-dotted curve) preprocessing. Note that in this example none of the measurements can be considered as a reference. Top: Robust mean
of displacement measures for different strategies. Bottom: Robust mean of displacement confidence measures for different strategies. Observe that edge-type
preprocessing clearly outperforms, in quality, all the other preprocessing methods (see also Tables I–III).

and/or the deformation (the exact placement of the fine resolu-
tion windows ) of the coarse grid.

The first (global) adaptation type is related to temporal
self-adjustment (and could couple the adaptation at the top
and middle levels) since changing the coarse grid resolution
will change significantly the amount of computation required
between two consecutive frames. This process is given as
follows:

if
if
otherwise.

(10)

The second (local) adaptation type is responsible for posi-
tioning the fine resolution windows and can be described as
follows:

if
otherwise

(11.1)
if
otherwise.

(11.2)

In this adaptation, the local testing function will detect the re-
liable displacement estimates (based on the displacement con-

fidence measure) and the associated coarse grid nodes will be
repositioned. Setting tracking of the perceived motion is
performed by the fine resolution window based on a constant
velocity kinematic model. The deformation of the coarse grid
through tracking is an attempt to keep the detectable features
within the analysis window.

The adaptation at the spatial scale level (Level 3) modifies
the scale (“digital zoom” of the fine resolution windows:

) and/or the computational procedure .
The first (local) adaptation type is given as (only a few integer

numbered scales are considered)

if
if
otherwise

(12.1)
if
if
otherwise.

(12.2)

Similar to the previous case, in this adaptation, the local
testing function will detect the reliable displacement estimates
(based on the contrast confidence measure) and the spatial
scale of the analysis at the associated coarse grid nodes will
be changed. Low contrast forces a “zoom out” while high
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Fig. 15. Evaluation of edge-type topographic preprocessing technique combined with various search strategies for an input comprising of a highly structured
indoor scene (UGV rp). The figure shows the statistical results of optical-flow estimation for edge preprocessing with full (solid curve), diamond (dotted curve)
and spiral (dashed curve) search. Note that in the example, full search can be considered as a reference. Top: Robust mean of displacement measures for different
strategies. Bottom: Robust mean of displacement confidence measures for different strategies. Observe that spiral search provides a good compromise between
quality and computing speed (see also Tables I–III).

contrast a “zoom in” type change in an attempt to increase the
contrast/spatial details within the analysis window.

The second (global) adaptation type is related to temporal
self-adjustment (and couples the adaptation at middle and
bottom levels) since changing the computational method in all
fine resolution windows will change significantly the amount
of computation required between two consecutive frames. This
process is given as follows:

if
if
otherwise

(13.1)

(13.2)

Observe that with this latter scheme, we have somewhat sim-
plified the original framework in Section III where a locally ad-
justable computing strategy has been defined. On the other hand,
this allows us to devise a simple but efficient top-down scheme
for further experiments (navigation parameter estimation).

As has been already noted, the interaction of the neighboring
adaptation levels could be accomplished through changing
the computational complexity of the optical-flow estimation
procedures (Level 3), changing the resolution of the coarse grid
(Level 2), and changing the time delay between two consecutive
frames (Level 1). Accordingly, a simple “state machine” can be
designed controlling the interactions in top-down direction first

changing the timing of the frame acquisition at Level 1, then
modifying the coarse grid resolution at Level 2, and finally,
increasing/decreasing the estimation complexity at Level 3.
During this simple procedure, only the first testing function
output is used and a predefined precedence order
between different levels. As a simple rule, a particular level
can trigger the next one when the modifications will reach the
predefined limit values (e.g., L1: reaches the minimum frame
rate L2: reaches the maximum spatial coarse grid resolution

L3: increases the computational complexity within all
subframes). See a related further discussion in the next section.

Remarks:

• During the described adaptation, there is no mechanism
ensuring that the system will return to its initial state. This
can be re-enforced by periodic re-initialization to the de-
fault values.

• The example given defines a simple qualitative control
framework where the adaptation is decoupled at all levels
or follows a top-down scheme. More sophisticated ver-
sions could be easily developed by using concurrent adap-
tation strategies at certain (or all) levels. In this case the
main difficulty lies in the reliable assessment of the sta-
bility and consistency of the overall system performance.

• Using the deformable grid approach in the adaptive frame-
work it can be noticed that the fine resolution windows
(defined at the coarse grid nodes) perform a multitarget
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Fig. 16. Evaluation of different topographic preprocessing techniques combined with spiral search strategy for an input comprising of a highly structured indoor
scene (UGV rp). The figure shows the statistical results for spiral search with patch (solid curve), edge (dotted curve), skeleton (dashed curve) and edge-skeleton
(dashed-dotted curve) preprocessing. Note that in this example, none of the measurements can be considered as a reference. Top: Robust mean of displacement
measures for different strategies. Bottom: Robust mean of displacement confidence measures for different strategies. Observe that edge-type preprocessing clearly
outperforms in quality all the other preprocessing methods (see also Tables I–III).

tracking in a classical sense with simple gating, local
nearest neighbor data assignment and constant velocity
model-based state prediction [22].

VI. NAVIGATION PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The main processing blocks of an integrated motion field
and navigation parameter-estimation procedure is shown in
Fig. 12. In its simplified form (see flow description I. in
Fig. 12), this could be a multifeature analysis over a fixed
uniform grid (no dynamic descriptors) or the enhanced version
of the multitarget tracking scheme over an adaptive nonuniform
grid (see flow description II in Fig. 12). The output of both
types of processing should undergo a robust nonlinear sorting,
translation and scaling before it enters the stage of navigation
parameter estimation.

The flight control parameter-estimation module requires the
motion field estimates (the optical flow, [23]) for each frame
as an input and it calculates the unit translation direction along
with the rotation parameter estimates (Y–P–R) and possibly
the (relative) structure estimates. The main steps of an efficient
navigation parameter-estimation procedure are described in
[24]–[27] (the “8-point algorithm”). This constrained linear
approach assumes a series of singular value/eigenvalue de-
compositions and general vector-matrix operations that can
be optimized for high-end DSPs (iterative nonlinear strategies

at this level could not be the basis for a real-time solution).
However, the reliability of the entire solution depends strongly
on the precision of the two-dimensional (2-D) motion field
estimation performed at the topographic level. In order to
justify this statement first we will formulate the essence of the
navigation parameter-estimation problem (Y–P–R estimation)
by embedding it into the multiadaptive algorithmic framework
developed in the previous sections.

Let us denote the Y–P–R parameters by , re-
spectively. Then, the estimation procedure can be described
as follows:

(14.1)

where stands for the rotation parameter estimation and
represents the nonlinear sorting, translation and scaling of

the optical-flow estimates.
Within the multiadaptive algorithmic framework the internal

error estimation of the “8-point algorithm” (based on first
order perturbation [24]) can be taken as a top level “testing
function” initiating the process of the top-down adaptation
mechanism

(15.1)
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Fig. 17. Temporal adaptation (solid curves) in cellular multiadaptive algorithmic framework processing a UAV video input (UAV a). The flow has been evaluated
through a fixed 4� 5 spatial coarse grid to create a reference (blue dashed curves). The figures from the top show the robust statistical mean of (i) magnitude of
local optical-flow estimates, (ii) the phase of the local optical-flow estimates, (iii) the displacement confidence measures, (iv) the contrast confidence measures,
and (v) the number of frames dropped during the temporal adaptation. Observe that for most cases, the control is adequate while the processing load is reduced in
proportion with the sampling speed during the process (see also Table IV).

if
if
otherwise.

(15.2)

When or then, the spatial grid adaptation
is triggered at Level 2 [and the modification of the spatial coarse
grid resolution is performed as defined in (10)]

(16)

When or and, in addition, the coarse grid
resolution has reached the upper or lower limit values, respec-
tively, then, the spatial scale adaptation is triggered at Level 3

[and the modification of the computational complexity is per-
formed as defined in (13)]

if
if
otherwise

(17)

The above adaptive (combined bottom-up and top-down)
method has been compared to the nonadaptive (simple
bottom-up) calculations and has been found that it can signifi-
cantly improve the precision of the Y–P–R estimation (see the
related measurements in the Section VII).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

While we have started the measurements of both COMPACT
CVM prototypes (Bi-i V1 and Bi-i V2) with the ACE16k
[13] CNN-UM chip, the architecture and the algorithmic
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Fig. 18. Spatial adaptation (grid deformation— solid curves) in cellular multiadaptive algorithmic framework processing a UAV video input (UAV a). The flow
has been evaluated through a fixed 4� 5 spatial coarse grid to create a reference (dashed curves). The figures from the top show the robust statistical mean of
(i) the magnitude of local optical-flow estimates, (ii) the phase of the local optical-flow estimates, (iii) the displacement confidence measures, (iv) the contrast
confidence measures, and (v) the deformation measured as the mean distance of the coarse grid nodes from their initial location (the zero values correspond to the
periodic re-initializations of the coarse grid nodes). Observe that for most cases, the control is adequate while the grid deformation allows a parallel multitarget (in
this case salient feature) tracking behavior over a large number of frames (see also Table IV).

framework described in this paper have been emulated within
the ACE-BOX environment [19] hosting the ACE4k [11] chip
the previous generation CNN-UM-type microprocessor. The
ACE-BOX system is also capable of processing at or above
video frame-rate with external video input acquired through a
frame grabber device or loaded from the hard disk.

A. Video Input of the Experiments

In the sequel, the descriptions of the input flow types are given
(along with a type code for reference throughout the paper) that
were used in the experiments testing the cellular multiadaptive
framework and the various algorithmic solutions.

1) UAV (airplane) acquired visual flows (different terrain
videos)

• partial ground-truth references are available for
Y–P–R estimation [microelectromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS) gyro]

• type code: UAV a.

2) UAV (helicopter) acquired visual flows (different terrain
videos)

• partial ground-truth references are available for
Y–P–R estimation (MEMS gyro)

• type code: UAV h.
3) Synthetic (flight simulator) visual flows acquired by a

UAV flying above different terrains
• exact ground-truth reference is available for Y–P–R

estimation (generated)
• type code: UAV fs.

4) Synthetic (computer generated) OF and Y–P–R data
• exact ground-truth reference is available for Y–P–R

estimation (generated)
• type code: UAV cg.

5) UGV (robot platform) acquired visual flows (videos
showing structured indoor environment)

• ground-truth reference is not available for Y–P–R
estimation

• type code: UGV rp.
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Fig. 19. Spatial adaptation (grid resolution change—solid curves) in cellular multiadaptive algorithmic framework processing a UAV video input (UAV a). The
flow has been evaluated through a fixed 4� 5 spatial coarse grid to create a reference (dashed curves). The figures from the top show the robust statistical mean
of (i) the magnitude of local optical-flow estimates, (ii) the phase of the local optical-flow estimates, (iii) the displacement confidence measures, (iv) the contrast
confidence measures, and (v) the number of active subframes evaluated at the coarse grid nodes. Observe that for most cases the control is adequate while the
processing load is reduced in proportion with the number of subframes evaluated during the process (see also Table IV).

B. Displacement Analysis—Optical-Flow Estimation

Displacement analysis related measurements are shown in
Figs. 13–16, examining different preprocessing techniques with
various search strategies. The analysis suggests that if both com-
putation complexity and performance quality are also taken into
consideration then spiral search with edge-type preprocessing is
a good compromise in optical-flow estimation for both textured
(outdoor natural scene) and structured (indoor environment with
artificial objects) input flows.

C. Cellular Multiadaptive Framework—Qualitative Control

The qualitative control related measurements illustrate the ef-
fect of temporal adaptation (Fig. 17), grid resolution change
(Fig. 18), and grid deformation (Fig. 19) when these strategies
are used individually (see also Table IV). In summary, it can
be stated that by applying various simple strategies, a signifi-
cant computing power can be spared (and used for other cal-

culations) while the tracking quality of some robust properties
remains adequate.

D. Navigation Parameter Estimation Within the Adaptive and
Nonadaptive Frameworks

Samples from the extensive experimental results are shown
in Figs. 20 and 21 for navigation parameter estimation, com-
paring the algorithm calculated values to ground truth refer-
ences. In both cases, a fixed 5 5 nonadaptive computational
coarse grid was used as the reference framework and compared
to an adaptive variable grid computing with 16 16 maximum
coarse grid resolution (see the description of the adaptive algo-
rithm in the previous section). As can be seen in all examples,
the adaptive scheme significantly improved the noise reduction
capability and reduced the cumulative rotation error of the pa-
rameter estimates. These experiments also show how a prop-
erly designed top-down processing can efficiently control (or
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Fig. 20. Y–P–R estimation results (dashed curves) compared to ground-truth (solid curves) references (input flow type: UAG cg). (a) Four figures show the
results derived from a nonadaptive 5� 5 computational coarse grid (the mean cumulative rotation error is 2.24 , see the bottom right figure). (b) Four figures
display the output of the adaptive algorithm when the spatial coarse grid resolution is allowed to vary up to 16� 16 (the mean cumulative rotation error is 0.68
see the bottom right figure). The adaptive algorithm adjusts the coarse grid resolution based on the results of internal error estimation. Observe that in this latter
case, Y–P–R angles are recovered with great accuracy.
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Fig. 21. Y–P–R estimation results (dashed curves) compared to ground-truth (solid curves) references (input flow type: UAG cg). (a) Four figures show the
results derived from a nonadaptive 5� 5 computational coarse grid (the mean cumulative rotation error is 2.73 , see the bottom right figure). (b) Four figures
display the output of the adaptive algorithm when the spatial coarse grid resolution is allowed to vary up to 16� 16 (the mean cumulative rotation error is 0.79 ,
see the bottom right figure). The adaptive algorithm adjusts the coarse grid resolution based on the results of internal error estimation. Observe that in this latter
case, Y–P–R angles are recovered with great accuracy.
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TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE CELLULAR MULTIADAPTIVE ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK FOR SOME SELECTED STRATEGIES (BASED ON QUALITATIVE

CONTROL SCHEMES DESCRIBED IN THE PAPER). TEMPORAL ADAPTATION, SPATIAL-GRID DEFORMATION, AND SPATIAL-GRID RESOLUTION CHANGE HAVE BEEN

EVALUATED WITHIN THE ACE-BOX COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT FOR DIFFERENT INPUT FLOW TYPES COMPARED TO RESULTS OF NONADAPTIVE COMPUTING

OVER FIXED 4� 5 COARSE GRID. TRACKING ERROR ANALYSIS HAS BEEN COMPLETED FOR MAGNITUDE AND PHASE TRACKING. AND FOR DISPLACEMENT AND

CONTRAST CONFIDENCE MEASURES. FIRST FOUR COLUMNS SHOW RELATIVE ERROR VALUES CALCULATED AS mean(j� � � j=(max(� )�min(� )), i.e.,
MEAN ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE NORMALIZED TO DYNAMIC RANGE OF REFERENCE SIGNAL. IN THIRD AND FOURTH COLUMNS, SIGNED DIFFERENCE HAS BEEN

USED FOR CONFIDENCE MEASURES (IN THESE CASES, NEGATIVE SIGN REPRESENTS RELATIVE IMPROVEMENT!). LAST COLUMN IN ALL TABLES SHOWS THE

RELATIVE COMPUTATIONAL LOAD OF THE ANALYZED METHOD COMPARED TO REFERENCE MEASUREMENT

adjust) the bottom-up topographic calculations and perform an
optimization for the top-level functions of the system.

Remark: It should be noted that commercially available
MEMS gyros are sufficiently advanced that they will pro-
vide the Y–P–R measurements with greater accuracy than an
optic-flow-based method. In these experiments effectively
existing gyros could be used to provide a “ground truth” to
demonstrate the accuracy of the system that will probably be of
greater use for measuring linear translation than rotation. Per-
forming investigations toward visual odometry could be one of
the future main directions in further development of our system.

VIII. BIOLOGICAL MOTIVATIONS AND ONGOING WORKS

There is a strong biological motivation behind building a mul-
tichannel multiadaptive algorithmic framework for visual search
and navigation. Since the initial development of the current ar-
chitecture [33] and algorithmic framework [34], we have also
been working on several bio-inspired aspects of UAV applica-
tions, these include:

1) terrain feature extraction based on multichannel cellular
topographic algorithmic processing [35];

2) terrain feature classification employing artificial neural
networks [36];

3) single fovea feature and/or classifier driven attention-se-
lection mechanisms [37].

When building the computing blocks of the hierarchical al-
gorithmic framework, several key processing strategies learned
from retina modeling (e.g., [5]–[8]) and biological vision related
experiments (e.g., [20]) have been considered. In particular, we
are implementing and testing the following biologically moti-
vated functions within the framework of our current system (the
associated image processing and/or system design arguments
are given in italic):

— spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal decomposition
of the input flow: an efficient geometric distortion
analysis requires a sparse signal representation;

— signal flow normalization: dynamic range optimiza-
tion;

— parallel ON-OFF channel processing: dc-component
compensation;

— narrow and wide-field wave-type interaction: efficient
binary patch shaping with noise suppression

— “vertical” interaction of the decomposed channels:
forming a unique detection output through optimized
“cross-talk” of the individual channels;

— attention and selection mechanisms: efficient content
and context dependent processing;

— saccade detection mechanisms: proper handling of
large shifts in the field of view

IX. CONCLUSION

We have described a CNN technology-based vision system
and computing platform for UAVs. The architecture discussed
supports a multirate, multigrid and multiscale computing
making the solutions scene adaptive and optimized for the
observed processes. As an example, Y–P–R estimation was
considered relying on optical-flow computation over a variable
resolution coarse grid. It has been argued that such frame-
work is also needed in other types of applications including
terrain identification/recognition, multiple target tracking etc.,
practically in all those problems where a spatio-temporal
consistency and continuity of the input image flow (and the
observed processes) are crucial for properly working higher
level functions.

Future experiments will be performed testing the combined
adaptive nature of the experimental algorithmic framework and
architecture. We will specifically focus on the following areas
and research topics: attentive learning in terrain recognition,
feature classifier driven attention-selection mechanisms, and vi-
sual odometry based on topographic displacement analysis.
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